
WEEK 3
Aims: Thinking about deception- we will be using quite simple practices but trying to
change the way we hit the ball, using hold and delay in the swing.

SESSION 1: SOLO

Freestyle warm-up

1. FH and BH.
• Feed the volley or bounce as in week one. Hold and hit deep.
• 5 minutes each side.

2. Feed on the bounce. Hold and straight drop.
• Hold and drop.
• 3-4 minutes each side.

3. Feed the volley or bounce. Hold and straight drive or straight drop.
• Try to show one shot and play the other. Hold drop, hold drive.
• 5 minutes each side.

4. Feed off the back wall, hold to show the straight option, short or long.
• Hold and hit, or hold and drop. BH and FH.
• 5 minutes each side.

5. Feed a short high-ish ball up the front of the court.
• Practice the big swing to short shot. BH and FH.
• 5 minutes each side.

6. Feed a short high ball up the front and now go for the fake!
• Time to have fun. Try it! Fake and drop, fake and hit.
• 5 minutes.

7. Freestyle solo.
• But with this freestyle try to mentally convert what you have practiced with more

movement and uncertainty of previous shot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5IEqk_GVrk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B369O5TN6d0
https://youtu.be/uJ4puYUGvEY
https://youtu.be/YrcNJA7fYWU
https://youtu.be/SZwczRVXXwY
https://youtu.be/T26hGexmJAY
https://youtu.be/sUx4d56S3K8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg-0rXxNz_4


SESSION 2: SOLO

Now time to go through a lot of the previous session, but with added options on
the holds and deception.

Freestyle warm up. 5 minutes.

1. Feed the volley or the bounce. Hold and boast.
• Think about body position. Can I use the body to trick the opponent into making me

think I will play a certain shot?
• Both sides 5 minutes each side.

2. Feed the volley or bounce. Hold and cross-court drop or kill.
• 5 minutes each side.

3. Feed the volley or bounce. Hold and cross-court drive.
• 5 minutes each side.

4. Feed the volley or bounce. Hold and straight drop, straight drive, cross-court
drive, boast, cross drop or kill.

• So it’s the same feed, varying the options now. Change the shot selection.
• 7-8 minutes each side.

5. Freestyle solo.
• So now vary the shots you are playing from. Give yourself different angles to

respond to.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg-0rXxNz_4
https://youtu.be/bich-ZWLcYY
https://youtu.be/pnl1ueZC40A
https://youtu.be/sVz0HfbEdD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rg-0rXxNz_4


SESSION 3: PAIRS

Let’s try to marry together all the things we’ve practiced in the solos this week. So,
again the routines are simple, probably ones you know. But its how you do them that
matters. Are you thinking about the options, are you thinking about the slight delay
and hold on the ball on every shot? Or, are you just playing the straight drive the way
you always have?

1. Drop drive.
• You are playing the same shot every time. That doesn’t mean you play it the same way

every time.

2. Boast or drop from the back - straight drive only from the front.

3. Straight or crosscourt drive from the front - boast only from the back.
• Routines 2 and 3 give an option to one player only. See if you can sell the shot to your

partner.

4. Both players play only above the service line or deeper than the mid-court line.
• So you can do one or the other or both of those.

5. Play length drives.
• Either go one side or both sides, it's up to you. But feel free to play a short ball at

reasonable intervals. Can you hold the ball to make it look like you will play deep, and then
go short? Or can you hold the ball to make it look like you will go short, then play it deep?
Can you use your variations, boasts and cross-court drops?

6. Play free, any shot.

There is quite a lot here, and this might be too much, but if you feel you want to do
more of a certain practice, then do it! You might feel like a practice isn’t working as
well, that’s fine. Equally, you might want to spend longer time doing a practice which
is suiting you both. Feel free to adapt this. Whatever way you do it, keep trying to
execute the practices or games with what we have been working on. Variation of
options and delay of shot. It’s much more about how you are doing the routines, your
mentality approaching them, rather than what exact routine you are doing.

https://squashskills.com/training/filter:routine-pairs/-/pairs-drop-drive-1964/


BONUS: SOLO - Developing attacking options

1. Straight drives before short line
• Use this drill to warm the ball and but to also develop the feeling of the short and

compact swing you will be using for this session with taking the ball in short. Feel free to
experiment with different cuts also.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

2. Straight drives off the back wall
• Use this drill to BOTH warm the ball up AS WELL as to practice the long drop from

the back. Enjoying playing around with different parameters in this drill to get the ball is
short and attacking from the back.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

3. Midcourt feed for straight volley drop
• Feeding the ball with varying levels of looseness or tightness, look to use some of

the advice from Joel around swing size, contact point and which part of the ball to hit to
be most effective.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

4. Crosscourt feed, straight volley drop
• Ensure the ball is warm! Now progressing to cross-court feeding for the same

practice of honing the skills of short backswing and taking the ball out in front in order to
apply pressure to the opponent.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

5. Midcourt feed for straight drop
• Ensure a warm ball! Feeding the ball with varying levels of looseness or tightness,

look to use some of the advice from Joel around swing size, contact point and which
part of the ball to hit to be most effective.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

Continues on next page

https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-straight-drives-before-short-line-1955/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-straight-drives-off-the-back-wall-1950/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-straight-feed-straight-volley-drop-1944/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/cross-court-feed-straight-volley-drop-2318/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-simple-drop-feed-1941/


6. Boast feed for straight drop
• Ensure the ball is warm! Now progressing to boast feeding for the same practice of

honing the skills of short backswing and taking the ball out in front in order to apply
pressure to the opponent. Think about hitting the floorboards.

• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court.

7. Drop feed for counter drop
• Ensure a warm ball! This is your time to now be really experimental around the front

of the court and figure out lots of different ways to be effective and attacking right near
the front wall. Get your confidence here.
• Do for 2.5mins on each side of the court

8. Figure of 8 with short option
• Finishing off with a fun and expressive drill that has a certain freestyle element to it.

Look to bring in all the aspects of short  swing, leading with the bottom edge, hitting
different parts of the ball and running the ball tight.
• Do for a total of 5mins.

https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-boast-then-drop-1940/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/counter-drops-into-front-corner-2424/
https://squashskills.com/training/-/solo-developing-attacking-options-with-joel-makin/solo-figure-of-8-with-short-option-1937/


BONUS: FITNESS - Multi-element session

Run through this twice.
Work your endurance, strength, speed, and movement all in one workout, with
our multi-element SquashSkills conditioning sessions. This varied workout is in a
circuit format and is designed to be completed on court.
Complete a thorough warm-up/mobilisation routine before you begin.

1. Short to long ghosting
• Work continuously around the 4 corners of the court for the full 1min, using the

double movement short>long throughout.
• Work for 1min, then rest for 1min before going into the next exercise (ignore the

sets/rest parameters suggested within the video).

2. Rear foot elevated split squat (with bodyweight)
• Aim to work through a smooth and controlled tempo on each rep, working a full

range of motion by getting the rear knee down as close to the floor as possible.
• Work through 30secs on each leg (1min in total), then rest for 1min before going into

the next exercise.

3. Service box hops
• Hop out for max distance on each rep, then take a steady jog back to the start

position before repeating. Keep tempo steady - aim for no more than about 6 reps in
each 30secs block.

• Complete 30secs of repeat hops on each leg (1min total), then rest for 1min before
going into the next exercise.

4. Crane balance
• Aim to hold the position as still and stable as possible, keeping a strong body

position and minimising any wobble as much as possible.
• Work through 30secs hold on each leg (1min total), then rest for 2mins before

repeating the circuit the second time.

https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/foundation-multi-element-7/short-long-ghosting-foundation-1823/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/foundation-multi-element-7/rear-foot-elevated-split-squat-with-bodyweight-1999/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/foundation-multi-element-7/service-box-hops-3707/
https://squashskills.com/fitness/-/foundation-multi-element-7/stability-crane-balance-1878/

